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The University of Michigan Law School November 4, 1991 
Regents Question Bollinger's 
Adv ice On Speech Restrictions 
By Noah Finkel 
RG News Writer 
If the University had follo\1. ed Dean 
Lee Bollinger and other Ia .... facult) 
members' advice more clo,eJ~, 1t 
might have avoided a succe-;,f ul first 
amendment challenge tv lb 1988 
student speech code. 
This issue has resurfaced m re-
ponse to comments made during a 
discussion about the proposed S~.' x ual 
harassment policy at the October 
Board of Regents meeting. 
University officials tried to a.~suagc 
some regents' fears that the proposed 
policy could be challenged in court 
by tell ing them Bollinger and the law 
faculty already had approved it 
This information prompted only 
"smirks," according to an article in 
the Ann Arbor News. The regents 
said the} believed the law faculty 
also assented to the speech code -
wh1ch prohibited some forms of of-
fensive speech- only to see it soon 
struck down in federal court for 
vagueness and overbreadth. 
"[Their advice] didn't stand very 
far," said Regent Neal Nielsen (R-
Brighton) at the meeting. 
Bollinger took exception to the 
remarks and made his views known 
in an open letter to the regents pub-
lished recently in The Michigan 
"Publishing the let ter 
in The Daily creates 
controversy f or the 
University which isn 't 
necessary. " 
- Regent eal iel en 
Daily. ln it, Bollinger attempted to 
clarify his role in the development of 
the code. 
"My advice was to use language 
forbidding only forms of 'verbal 
harassment' and to build into a code 
a recognition that the free speech 
interests increased as one moved from 
the dormitones to the classroom and 
then to areas hke the diag," he wrote. 
"I expressed the view that the lan-
guage proposed and ultimately 
adopted was dangerous! y vague, from 
a ftrst amendment standpoint. 
"My involvement consisted exclu-
sively of giving this advice. Obvi-
ously some was taken and some was 
not." 
But two regents said later that when 
they enacted the code they believed 
Bollinger and his colleagues approved 
the policy. 
"Some of the regents believed 
someone in the law school or the Law 
school itself believed the policy would 
pass the test of constitutionality," said 
Regent Dean Baker (R-Ann Arbor), 
anopponentofspecchcodes. "Some-
how we got the idea it was alright." 
Nielsen echoed Baker's senti-
ments: "It was represented, by some-
"My involvement 
consisted exclusively 
of giving advice. 
Obviously, some u:as 
taken and some was 
not. " 
- Dean Lee Bollinger 
one in the administration, that Dean 
Bollinger and some of the faculty 
indicated it was constitutional." 
"[Bollinger] is one of the national 
experts of the ftrst amendment and 
the impression I got was that he looked 
at it and thought it constitutionally 
proper," Nielsen added. 
Bollinger said he was asked by the 
administration for advice, but said he 
does not know how his suggestions 
were communicated to the regentS. 
ielsen said he is "troubled Dean 
Bollinger made this a public forum 
by publishing the letter in the Daily. 
It's not appropriate and creates con-
troversy for the institution that isn't 
J(amisar Defends Exclusionary Rule 
By Julie Beck 
RG News Writer 
"We don't define the B1ll of R1ghts by majority vote." 
"It's easy to bcheve 111 'llllh'thmg 10 pnnc1ple; it's hard to 
when it hurts." 
"''d rather have a shrunk rourth Amendment that means 
something than a b1g, fat f·ourth Amendment that means noth-
ing." 
After his speech in from of about a 100-person crowd, 
Kamisar fielded questions about his views and continued to 
reiterate that allowing a few crimes to go unpunished is prefer-
able to dlsallowing privacy. 
The focus of Kamisar's speech was reflected inchalkon the 
blackboard behind him: "The nghts of the people shall not be 
violated." 
To begin, Kamisar quoted the late Supreme Court Justice 
Felix Franliuner and Professor Anthon) Amsterdam. 
"The history-of liberty has largely been the history of 
observance of procedural safeguards." Frankfurter once said. 
necessary." 
Bollinger said he wrote the letter to 
correct the misperception of the law 
school's role in the code's creation. 
After the regents' vote for the code 
in the spring of 1988, the University 
began implementing the anti-dis-
criminatory harassment policy with 
a pamphlet outlJning what student 
behavior would be prohibited. 
This pamphlet took a broad view 
of the policy, telling students, for 
example, that a man who makes 
remarks in class such as, "Women 
just aren't as good in th1s field as 
men," could face academic sane-
See BOLL/1\'GER, page 7 
These arc a fe"' of the statcmenl'\ Professor Yale Karmsar 
made when he spoke on the J ourth Amendment and the Exclu-
sionary Rule in Hutch111~ Hall \lunda). October 21 for the 
Bicentennial Celcbrauonofthe B1ll ofRighL-., sponsored by The 
l:mvers1ty of \hchig.m Chap~r of the ACLC . 
"The history of the destruction of hbcrty has largely been 
'ee K.t \1/S..tR. page 6 Professor raw 1\amuar in a relaxed mol1li!nt 
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Public Officials and Private Affairs: What Matters? 
By Courtney W. Cook 
Recently Senator Kennedy publicly acknowl-
edged his inability to meet Democratic expectations 
during the Thomas confinnation hearings. He seemed 
to be admitting to the ugly dilemma presented by his 
role and the political paralysis which resulted. Al-
though I have little faith that Kennedy will refonn 
himself, I agree with the premise ofllis ~~if 
you're a public official, it matters what you do in your 
personal life. 
Many contend that the realm of private affairs 
is an inappropriate hunting ground for roving public 
attentions. Ironically, the public's interest is partially 
cultivated by the candidates in their election time 
appeals and post-election speeches. Politicians often 
make representations about their lives as a whole -
as leaders and citizens- not just as a nine to five leg-
islator. These depictions are part of their sales pitch. 
Since most politicians profit from their representa-
tions oftheirprivatelife, it matters when they fail to be 
circumspect. We deserve to know when their behavior 
is contrary to their representations. It's political truth 
in labeling. 
It is a well-accepted truth that many profes-
sions require ad.herance to some basic standard of 
conduct. We rightly expect our teachers to be role 
models. We anticipate that our law enforcers and 
parole officers will take laws seriously. We demand 
that our ministers practice what they preach. Even 
sports professionals' and entertainers' lives are scruti-
nized. It is no secret that some jobs call for more 
"model" behavior than others. 
Defenders of privacy often suggest that the 
media should refrain from snooping inw politicians' 
extra-office activities. Although the media's propriety is 
a topic for another column, this perspective avoids real-
ity. The media will continue to deliver seedy details 
because the public has shown an insatiable appetite for 
political scandal. Even if philosophically one believes 
that intimate personal details shouldn't be revealed, the 
exposure is likely to continue and we will continue to 
~more than we'd ideally like. So how do we evaluate 
our politicians' private transgressions? 
First distinguish between the inane and the per-
tinent. Many argue that moral shoncomings do not 
matter unless they interfere with the politician's job. 
Although in some instances though she only manifestS 
this quality during worldng hours. This seems to be a 
dubious line-drawmg experiment inconsistent -with most 
people's day-to-day experience. Integrity and honor tend 
to be threads that run throughout one's life, not just in 
pans. 
Consider fonner Senator "Catch me, catch me" 
Gary Hart, a progressive, well-spoken candidate, articu-
late on womcns' issues, and apparently thoughtful. But 
why should Hart be credited with sensitivity on womens' 
issues when he treats the women in his personal life either 
with disregard or opportunistically? It appeared that his 
comfort was more important to him than his thin ideals, 
and this seems appropriate infonnation for voters to 
consider. 
Who arc we to judge? We arc voters and taxpay-
ers who arc aware that the people we elect will be 
lecturing in schools and communities, dealing with sen-
sitive national and international issues, and operating in 
potentially precarious ethical situations due to the power 
inherent in lawmaking. What we learn about a public 
official's private life may infonn us about about the 
individual's ability to function in a leadership capac-
ity. 
Docs this mean we want moral clones dron-
ing about our legislatures and that we should set a rigid 
code of appropriate behavior and oust deviantS as 
unfit to serve'? Of cour<ic not; our judgmentS should 
be situation-spcci lie. I don't care if unmarried politi -
cians arc promiscuous because they spare their con-
stituents Kodak family phoLO Christmas cards and 
Nonnan Rockwell ian depictions of their home life. It 
seems irrelevant to me if someone is homosexual. 
Recovering alcoholics arguably deserve more trust 
than those admit no weakness. Most people today 
have experimented with drugs and it seems pointless 
brandish the fonncr user\.\ ith a scarlet letter. We all 
have hapless family members, lurking Billy Caners 
and wayward, irresponsible blood relations, whose 
behavior no one deserves to be held accountable for 
except that individual. 
There is a chance that the heightened po1itical 
scrutiny given politicians will discourage "good 
people" from running for office. But "good people" 
need not be deterred so long as their life actually 
comports with their descriptions of it They should be 
held to the standard they set, or that they accept by 
entering into a field where the conduct standard is 
generally apparent. 
Kennedy's political inpotence shows the ef-
fect of living fast and loose and contrary to public 
mores. His constituency and the interest groups he 
represents, such as women, suffered at a time when he 
was desperately needed to step up and be a heavy 
hitter. Even if they "shouldn't have", they did, and 
without a change, they probably will again. 
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The Conservative Column 
• • • On The Michigan Daily's Ad 
By Michael David Warren, Jr. 
I hate the Michigan Daily. Really. It is 
inaccurate, obnoxious, offensive, has nearly 
slandered me, and, worst of all, does not cover 
me nearly enough. The Daily is also stupid, 
idiotic, silly, and liberal. 
I also hate Nazis, revisionist history of 
the Holocaust, and offensive advertisements 
spouting such garbage. In fact, I cannot imag-
me a more insulting, vile, repulsive, and dis-
gusting ideology than that held by genocidal 
National Socialists. 
With these behcb,onemightbeled to 
believe that I would be the la~t person on the 
planet to defend the Da .1 · ~publication of a 
"Revisionist HistOT) •· of t ~ Holocaust, yet I 
recently did so in the ~lichigan Student Assem-
bly (MSA). 
The MSA in iL~ most recent meeting 
passed a resolution condcmmng the Daily for 
publishing the ad, suggc.stcd that the Daily 
rev1ew its advertising polii: IC!>, and told it to 
donate the money itrecie\ ed from the ad to the 
Holocaust Memorial Ccnta m West Bloom-
field. Advocates of the rc \oluuon argued that 
the Daily's ad was offens1ve, false, and deeply 
troubling. I agree. 
What troubled me was a cavalier atti· 
tude ex pressed by the ma jont y of the :VIS A (and 
some law students, I m1ght add) that the Daily 
had "no right" to publish the advertisement 
because of its offensiveness and immorality. 
Just as troubling was the one sided mindsct of 
the "liberal" braintrust in the MSA (and Amer-
ica generally): they only defend speech when 
they like it. 
The Daily's staff is endowed with the 
inalienable rights which form the foundation of 
America's liberty: the freedoms of speech and 
press. 
The marketplace of ideas allows 
unbridled discretion of political thought. With· 
out this protection, America might as well be 
China. One MSA representative, for instance, 
argued that the advertiSCment was not pro-
tected speech since it was morally offensive to 
a large segment of the population. She also said 
she believes that teaching that Columbus dis-
covered America is vulgar, that sexy pictures 
of women is offensive, and that capitalism 1s 
evil She is, of course. entitled to her opm10ns 
- but she should not po~sess the power to 
censor others' thoughts s1mply becau.>e the) 
arc offensive or repulsive. 
Afterall, if what offended me was 
banned, then Marx, Lenin, Mao, FDR, and Dr. 
:-Aam:sky would be 1n trouble {only kidding-
1 love Manitsky). ObVIously, censorship IS 
fantasuc when you arc on the Ccnsor~h1p Board 
-but what happens when the Censorship Board 
targe~ ~ ynur beliefs, ideology, orreligion? Have 
we learned nothing from histof)•? When the 
censor was opposed to abolitionism, homosex-
ual rights, or Christianity, he believed that 
those beliefs were morally repulsive and evil. 
Under the Left's standards, thoc;e 1deas ought to 
be suppressed. The Left of course "knows" 
what's right for the rest of the world, and has no 
regret in imposing that worldview upon others. 
Unfortunately for the rest of us, they are often 
wrong. The Left's stupidity, of course. Only by 
strongly supporting unbridled expression can 
both minority tyranny and democratic despot· 
ism be avoided. 
Other ideals are also strongly furthered 
by the protections of the First Amendment: 
self-fulfillment. individual autonomy, the search 
for truth, poliucal persuasion, and academic 
freedom. Yet to secure these fruits of freedom, 
the rights to freedom of speech and press must 
be defended inflexibly and consistently; the 
content of the speech carmot alter the protec-
tions afforded expression without vanquishing 
the benefits of the First Amendment. 
Yet radicals, especially those on the 
MSA, have made a whore out of the ideology 
behind the Flfst Amendment - they use 11 
when it feels good, but discard it when 11 
produces displeasure. 
For example, during the same meet-
ing in which the ,\1SA passed the resolution 
condemning the Druly, the .'vtSA also passed, 
nearly unamimously, a resolution urgmg the 
administrauon to allow homosexual and ex-
tended families access into (jniversny famtly 
housing. The radicals, as well as myself, ar-
gued that although the homosexual lifestyle 
might be offensive to traditional families, that 
such reactions did not justify barring homosex-
ual families access to the facilities. Why? 
Because the allegedly offensive nature of the 
behaviorisnotalegitimateexcuseto bar it. The 
same members, however, argued that the Dai I y 
had no right to publish the ad. Why? Because 
the offensive nature of the ad was a legitimate 
excuse to censoring it The radicals, of course, 
were speaking half-truths: the) would bar 
speech and behavior that is offensive to them 
(they just happen to believe that homosexuality 
is not repulsive- if they did, they certainly 
would have voted against the resolution). 
Meanwhile, as the radicals attempt to coerce 
the Daily into submission, they chant "No 
Speech Code" because students possess the 
rights of press and speech. 
The hypocrisy of the radicals, how-
ever, is not limited to students - academics 
have joined in the chorus. Many feminist schol-
ars, for instance, demand that a large variety of 
speech must be banned because of the alleged 
disempowerment and objecuficauon of women. 
Yet the same femm1st speech would never have 
reached a smgle student if not for the F1rst 
Amendment's core commitment to unbndled 
debate. The feminists, then, are destroymg the 
very method which allowed their vo1ces to be 
heard. Others clamor for the outlawmg of raCISt 
and hate speech. Again, the Flf!~t Amendment· s 
dedlcauon to protecung the vo1ce of the pohu • 
cal mi nont y is the dead! iest weapon of the Ci vi I 
Rights movement - if the censors had their 
way, then !he Civil Rights movement would 
have been crushed. 
The rad1cals, however, are now grab-
bing for the rems of power, and they certainly 
wish to turn the bridges which allowed pohtical 
legitimacy. The radicals are obv1ously dedi-
cated to "free speech" when the content of the 
speech is of their own liking. That is not free 
speech, its censorship and minority tyranny in 
disguise. 
U.S. Senators Lack ''Political Guts'' 
By R. Patrick DeWine 
Il would be nice to believe that term 
limits could cure the problems in our Legisla-
ture that were so painfully brought forth by the 
Thomas hearings, but l fear that they will not. 
In last week's RG, it was argued that 
the Thomas confiiiTlation was accomplished 
only because of the insensitivity of the U.S. 
Senate tQ.~ual harassment and the needs of 
women."file soTution was a quick and easy one 
- throw the bums out- with term limits. The 
idea being that a whole new anny of Senators 
would come to Washington in tune with the 
sentiment of their states and ready to protect 
women, save the integrity of the courts and 
bring sensitivity back to the Senate. 
If only the solution were that easy. 
The sad truth is that Clarence Thomas was 
con fumed not because the Senate was insensi-
tive to reality, but because it was too sensitive. 
If there is one common characteristic of a U.S. 
Senator, it is a remarkable ability to read the 
poll numbers. In the Thomas confmnation 
process, they read them quite well. And the 
numbers told them that the American people 
trusted Clarence Thomas more than they did 
Anita Hill. 
Where the poll numbers really made 
the difference was in the South. Democratic theentireJudiciarycommitteehadthepolitical 
Southern senators, already threatened by rwo guts and integrity to ask Clarence Thomas the 
decades of Republican inroads into their core tough questions that needed to be asked. While 
white working class vote were hit particularly every aspect of Anita Hill's testimony was 
hard by Thomas' charges of racism. To win in subject to intense questioning, absurd hypothe-
the South of the 1990's, a Democrat must sizing, and wide conjectures, Clarence Tho-
The problem was not that our Senators did not under-
stand sexual harassment, but rather that they ducked 
the issue. Our Senators lacked not political sensitivities 
but political courage. 
overwhelming carry the African-American vote 
and then battle with the Republican for the 
white "Reagan Democrat" vote. Cowered by 
fear ofThomas' charges of a "high-tech lynch-
ing" Southern Democrats made the easy politi-
cal move and backed Thomas. A vote for 
Thomas allowed them to bolh placate the good 
ole boys and avoid charges of racism. 
An even more dramatic example of 
poli tical wimpiness occurred in the hearing 
room. As the Republicans dramatically fough t 
to rescue a seemingly doomed nomination, the 
Democrats went to sleep. Not one senator on 
mas sailed throughout without ever being ef-
fectively confronted on his racism charges or 
even his attitudes toward pornography. What 
one would not have given for a Bobby Ken-
nedy. 
The problem was not that our senators 
did not understand sexual harassment, but rather 
that they ducked the issue. Our senators lacked 
not political sensitivities but political courage. 
And unfortunately we can sensitize senators to 
a changing political electorate far easier than 
we can find senators who will vote their con-
tions and fight for causes in which they believe. 
There are no easy answers to deal with 
this lack of political courage that, from the 
budget deficit to the Civil Rights Bill to the 
Thomas hearings, seems so rampant on Capitol 
Hill. But we must look for the real solutions. 
We must start judging our representatives not 
on their votes on a few issues, but upon the 
quality of leadership they provide. We have to 
somehow minimize the role of the special inter-
ests and PACs which promote legislators not 
on the caliber of their leadership but upon their 
ability to provide votes for the "interest " 
We need public fmancing of cam-
paigns so that the best men and women may be 
elected not just those with the most money. We 
need to work to attract quality men and women 
to Washington. We must stop discouraging our 
best and the brightest from political life by our 
absurd and irrelevant fascination with the pri-
vate lives of our politicians. And our Legisla-
tors' salaries should be at least somewhat com-
petitive with what these members could earn in 
the private sector. 
But most of all we as a society need to 
take more seriously our political process and 
vote for men and women not single issues and 
TV ads. Too often we get exactly the kind of 
leadership that we deserve. 
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Class Section A+ A B+ B C+ c D+ D E p Curve 
Civil Proc. l Shaw 510/l 3 8 19 23 20 4 2 0 0 0 3.06 
Contracts Pooley 521/l l 7 12 14 14 6 0 0 0 2 0 3.03 
Contracts Soper 521/2 3 lO 20 24 21 7 I 0 0 l 0 3.06 
Contracts SL Antoine52l/3 3 12 20 21 23 6 0 0 0 0 0 3.11 
Contracts Pooley 521/4 2 5 6 6 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 3.18 
Criminal Law Binder 530/1 0 6 12 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.35 
Criminal Law L. Katz 530!2 2 4 7 9 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3.17 
Criminal Law Westen 530/3 2 5 6 8 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 3.24 
lntro. to Const. Law Sandalow 540/1 lO 21 22 21 15 2 2 0 I 1 2.89 
Lawyers & Oients Borgsdorf 545/1 1 2 8 6 3 2 0 0 0 0 3 3.18 
Lawyers & Clients Pepe 545/2 0 6 6 6 4 0 0 0 0 l 0 3.32 
Lawyers & CHents Pepe 545/3 2 5 4 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.36 
Property Krier 561/l 0 15 19 26 18 7 2 0 0 1 0 3.06 
Property Miller 561!2 0 13 17 25 18 I I 0 0 0 0 0 2.90 
Property Simpson 561/3 3 11 21 23 17 3 0 0 0 3 0 3.19 
Public Law Aleinikoff 570/1 0 16 25 29 9 3 0 0 0 0 I 3.26 
Torts Whitman 580/1 2 10 20 35 27 5 1 0 0 0 0 3.03 
Administrative Law Payton 601/1 7 28 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.88 
Administrative Law Vining 601/2 9 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 3.95 
Evidence Wlcshp Gross 602/1 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.00 
Advanced Antitrust Kauper 604/1 0 2 4 4 l 1 0 0 0 0 4 3.21 
Adv.Top.inSecurities Seligman 606/ 1 0 5 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.50 
Adv. Legal Research Leary 608/1 0 6 11 11 8 5 0 0 0 1 7 3.06 
Blood Feuds Miller 616/1 0 7 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 3.42 
Business Planning Lambert 617/ 1 1 2 4 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.63 
Civil Proc. 2 Kramer 619/l 2 5 4 9 4 4 I 1 0 0 16 3.02 
Commercial Trans. Mautner 623/1 10 18 10 8 0 0 0 0 l 61 3.35 
Children &The Law Schneider 624/1 6 6 13 5 7 0 0 0 2 8 3.03 
Corp. Restruct. Lambert 628/1 I 5 4 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 3.38 
Corp. Finance Bradley 635/1 2 15 l7 20 2 0 0 0 8 3.43 
Bankruptcy JJ White 637/1 2 16 24 30 14 10 2 1 () 1 21 3.09 
Crim.App.Practice Bell639/1 0 5 9 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.60 
Criminal Justice Kamisar 641/1 2 23 23 30 20 6 0 I 0 7 16 3.19 
Econ & The Law A. Katz 651/1 2 3 5 3 2 0 0 0 0 6 3.50 
Trading w/Europe Weiler 652/1 3 10 15 18 6 1 0 0 0 1 22 3.22 
Enterprise Organ. Fox 657/1 3 5 10 18 6 0 0 0 0 1 10 3.27 
Euro. Leg. Systems Reimann 667/1 0 13 28 28 17 1 2 0 0 0 8 3.16 
Evidence Gross 669/1 0 22 25 34 12 7 1 1 0 21 3.18 
Evidence Lempert 669{2 I 21 18 19 9 4 I 0 0 1 32 3.29 
Family& Law Schneider 671/1 0 7 8 9 8 5 0 0 0 0 56 3.12 
Fed.Envir.LawSur. VanPutten 674/1 2 6 6 5 7 0 0 0 0 2 I6 3.33 
Federal Antitrust Kauper 675/1 I 17 17 25 16 7 1 0 0 2 44 3.13 
Federal Courts Whitman 677/1 2 8 12 6 2 2 0 0 0 1 41 3.44 
1st Amendment Sandalow 681/1 1 7 17 23 7 1 0 0 I 0 28 3.17 
Health Law Payton 684/1 2 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 3.79 
Immig.&Nation Aleinikoff 687/l 0 I 1 9 14 II 4 0 0 0 0 5 3.12 
International Law Weiler 692/1 1 I 19 25 13 0 0 0 0 0 6 3.23 
Jurisd. & Choice Kramer 693/1 14 14 21 16 4 0 3 0 1 20 3.07 
Jurisd. & Choice Reimann 693!2 22 25 24 21 8 5 0 0 0 10 3.09 
Lawyer as Negot. ]J White 712/1 5 I I 10 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.35 
Legal Philosophy Soper 714/1 4 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.47 
Legal Profession P. White 718/1 1 23 17 12 0 0 0 0 0 5 24 3.62 
& Legal Ethics P. White 718/2 0 7 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 3.47 
Leg. Imagination JB White 720/l 0 8 17 14 2 0 0 0 0 3 3.30 
Partnership Tax Kahn 726/l l 4 3 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 4 3.07 
Patent Law Morris 727/l 4 13 14 12 4 3 1 0 0 1 6 3.38 
Pol. Philosophy Regan 729/l 5 32 23 7 0 0 0 0 0 5 8 3.76 
Securities Regul. Fox 743/1 l 3 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 l 3 3.46 
Securities Regul. Seligman 743!2 2 16 48 52 18 1 0 0 0 0 29 3.24 
Sex Equaljty 2 Mac.((jnnon 7 46/1 2 12 27 26 5 2 0 0 0 2 11 3.32 
Taxation l P. White 747/1 l l7 22 15 2 3 0 1 0 3 81 3.39 
Slavery&Emanc. Binder 748/1 2 4 16 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 3.40 
Taxation 2 Kahn 749/l 2 6 12 8 4 5 1 2 l 13 2.99 
Govt&Biz in W.Eur. Adams 752/l 12 9 9 4 0 0 0 0 I 1 3.46 
Trusts&Estates 1 ~ Waggoner 755/ 1 11 16 20 15 3 1 0 0 0 I8 2.99 
Trusts&Estates 2 Waggoner 757/1 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 3.50 
Biz Combinations Moscow 804/1 l 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.65 
Adv.Top.Org.Liabil. Vining 810/1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.00 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Wimer 1992Pre-RegistrationDeadline: NOVEMBER4, 1991 ATNOON. 
December 1991 Graduates should come to the Records Office, 300 
HH, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to complete a diploma application card 
and bar certification packet. 
May 1992 Graduates should come to the Records Office, 300 HH, as 
soon as possible to complete a diploma application card. The 
posted deadline was November 1 , 1991. 
A New Seminar. Islamic Law, is being offered for the Winter 1992 
tenn. The seminar is being taught by Professor Messick of the UM 
Anthropology Department. The meeting time will be Tuesdays from 
3:30-6:30 p.m. Interested students can sign up at the Records 
Office, 300 HH. 
Students who wish to droo Trial Practice for the Winter 1992 term 
must do so NO LATER THAN MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1991. 
Professor MacKinnon's Coursepacks for her Sex Eguality 045) 
~will not be available for purchase until 3:00 p.m., 
November 11 , outside Room 100 HuLChins Hall. 
The Central Student Judiciary is seeking interested law students 
to act as counsel for p:1rucs having business before the court. 
The job would entail asstsltng a party in the preparation and 
presentation of its case. The time commitment for this activity 
is minimal. For further information, contact Pam Hudson (764-
89%), Chip Tea (996-9938) or Todd Schafer (769-3994). 
Fun Run Winners: More than 80 die hard runners and walkers sloshed 
through the arboretum in Fnday's soggy Fun Run. We are happy to an-
nounce that Pat DeW inc sltd into first place, Tom Newsome second place and 
Class Section A+ A 
Amer.Legal Tradtt. Green 81 l/1 0 4 
Cont.Leg. Theory Gardbaum 814/1 0 8 
Sex,Law&Policy MacKinnon819/1 0 4 
Legal Reasoning Payton 821/l 2 4 
Adv .Top.Securities Seligman 822/l l 3 
Contract Theory Mautner 824/1 0 0 
Protect.Minor.Cult. Deveney 834/1 2 3 
Hist ofCrimJust. Green 839/1 0 1 
Concept. of Dcmoc. Pildes 854/1 0 4 
Telecom. Regul. Mestmacher857 I 0 17 
SportsLawSemin. Pooley 862/ l 1 5 
Multi-Party Litig. Cooper 872/1 0 l 
Law&Culture Bollinger 875/1 0 7 
Roman Law Frier 889/l 7 
SymbolicLog.&Law Allen 893/l 1 3 
TheOne, Many ,Good Regan 894/ l 4 4 
Adv.CiinicLaw Reingold 981/1 0 3 
Otber Classes Section s I 
Writing&Advoc. MF White 591/1 342 8 
Trial Practice Ed Stein 753/1 71 0 
Wriling&Advoc. MF White 799/1 32 0 
Public Health:AIDS Piontkowsky 13 0 
Leg.Assist.Urban Lento 870/1 7 0 
lntem.LawSemin. Weiler 888/ l 10 0 
B+ B 
0 0 
2 0 
1 
4 3 
3 0 
2 2 
3 I 
4 0 
5 2 
0 4 
4 4 
1 l 
4 0 
6 2 
3 I 
0 0 
0 0 
Other 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Paul Grant third place. Our congratulations to the winners and appreciation 
to aU who participated and helped put this race together. A supply of extra 
T-shirts are available to those who signed up to participate but were unable 
to auend the run. See Margaret in 300 HH for a free T-shirt while supplies 
last! 
The Lesbian Gay Bisexual Law Students Association meets every Thursday 
at5 pm. Meetings are held at theLGBLSAofficeon the 3rd floor of the White 
House (721 S. State St.-located nect to parking lot just south of the Law 
School). In addition, LGBLSA fonned a Sunday potluck dinner/support 
group. This new group meets once every few weeks, each time at a different 
member's home. The next one is scheduled for this Sunday {ll/10). For 
more infonnation, please call the LG BLSA office at 998-6136. 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
The Environmental Law Society is conducting their annual Holiday 
Card Sale. All cards are made of I 00% non-bleached, recycled 
paper and na!Ural coloring. The sale will occur in front of 
Honigman Auditorium, Monday, November 4, 9:00-5:00, and on 
Friday morning, November 8. 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
Interested in a semester of study at the University of Tokyo Law 
~ Come to a meeting with Professor Matsushita, Professor 
Takahashi and Dean Gordan on Wednesday, !'lovember 6, at 4:30p.m. 
in Room 138 Hutchins Hall, to learn more about it 
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER7 
The Federalist Society will sponsor a debate between University 
of Michigan Law Professor Yale Kamisar and Wayne State Univer 
sity Law Professor Joseph Grano on Thursday, November 7, at 7:30 
p.m. 
See DOCKET, page 6 
C+ c D+ D E I p Curve 
0 0 0 0 0 17 0 4.00 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.90 
0 0 0 0 0 10 0 3.75 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.69 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.86 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 3.25 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.83 
0 0 0 0 0 10 0 3.60 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.59 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3.81 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.61 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3.50 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.82 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.72 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.75 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 4.25 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.00 
Other Classes Section s I Other 
Child.Advoc.Clinic Scamecchia 20 0 0 
ChildAdvoc.Semin. Scamecchia 20 0 0 
ClinicalLaw I Reingold 920/1 20 0 0 
ClinicalLeg.Advoc. Reingold 921/l 20 0 0 
Envir.Law'Clinic VanPutten 930/l 6 0 0 
Child.Abuse&Negl. Scamecchia 0 A=3 
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the history of the relaxation of those safeguards 
in the face of plausible-sounding governmental 
claims of a need to deal with widely frightening 
and emotion-freightened threats to the good 
order of society," Amsterdam has said. 
Kamisar said the claims lO which Amster-
dam referred are putting pressure on the Fourth 
Amendment, whjch protects "the right of the 
people to be secure in their persons ... against 
unreasonable searches and seizures ... " and bans 
the issuance of warrants except with "probable 
cause." 
Warning against the "ttanquilizing" ef-
fects of slogans whlch cry "crisis" and "emer-
gency," Kamisar said he fears that judges will 
be influenced by the current forces prevalent 
today and will, perhaps, extinguish the Fourth 
Amendment itself. 
David Williams, 1L, went lO the lecture 
believing "that a crisis might make it necessary 
to consider the needs of the people it is serving" 
in terms of a relaxed view of the search and 
seizure ruJe." 
"High crime areas need aggressive police 
work to protect the residents who are not in-
volved in crime," Williams said lO Kamisar. 
Kamisar acknowledged that the Fourth 
Amendment is not a popular provision, but he 
argued that the more accurate view is that it is 
central to enjoying other rights provided by the 
Bill of Rights. The Fourth Amendment is a 
procedural safeguard which "polices the po-
lice," Kamisar said, adding that all of the other 
amendments in the Bill ~-R.igh~~ 41. 
restrained police force. 
"Listening to Kamisar, I found myself 
being persuaded that the enduring purposes of 
the Fourth Amendment should prevail over the 
seemingly irnmeiliate needs of the day," Wil-
liams said after the speech. 
The criticisms leveledattheFourlh Amend-
ment include that it !s an anti-government 
provision which denies the government the 
opportunity to pursue criminals, said Kamisar, 
adding that the setting in whlch it surfaces is 
often after damning evidence against a suspect 
has been uncovered. 
Kamisar said he believes that if the pol ice 
would obey the Fourth Amendment in the fust 
place, the exclusjonary ruJe would not be so 
unpopular with the public because they would 
not know of the excluded evidence and would 
not therefore be enticed. 
"But what is the alternative?,..Kam•sar 
asked. "Will the courts launderdiny evidence? 
Will they say 'Evidence is evidence. Don't ask 
questions?' "If the Fourth Amendment were 
viewed in that respect, Kamisar said, "It would 
be the Jaw of the jungle." 
Additionally, he said there may be better 
ways to enforce the Fourth Amendment than to 
exclude reliable evidence. Until these "better 
ways" are enacted and shown to work though, 
the exclusionary ruJe should remain, he said. 
And Kamisar said that "any means of 
enforcing the (Fourth) Amendment that 
worked" would put pressure on the Amend-
ment Political maneuvering, he said, lies at the 
root of this argument. 
Quoting former Supreme Court Justice 
Benjamin Cardozo's criticism of the exclu-
sionary rule: "The criminal goes free because 
the constable has blundered" Kamisar then 
modified the statement. 
"Nowadays, the criminal does not go free 
.because the constable has made an honest blun-
der or a techrucal one," he said. "The police 
now have so much room to maneuver that the 
criminal only 'goes free' if and when the con-
stable has flouted the constitution .... 
"If we take the Fourth Amendment at all 
seriously, the criminal shouJd go free in such a 
case." 
Kamisar is closely watching upcoming 
DOCKET, continued from page 5 
in Room 120 Hutchins Hall. The entire law school commu-
nity is invited to watch these two diametrically opposed 
scholars clashover the question: "Should We Return lO the 
'Old World' (pre-Warren Court) of Criminal Procedure?" 
This confrontation between Professors Kamisar and Grano 
is a continuation of their disagreement over the appropriate 
role of the Judiciary in protecting the rights of the accused, 
begun in the Universitv of Michigan Journal ofi..aw Reform 
(v.22, Spring-Summer '89, p.395 and v.23, Summer '90, 
p.537). The debate will be moderated by University of 
Michigan Law Professor Richard Friedman, and will be 
followed by an open forum for comments, questions, andre-
flections from the audience. 
Greg Richardson. Midwest Regiona] Director for Justice 
Fellowship, will be speaking at the Law School in Room 120 
at4:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 7. Mr. Richardson's 
organization works to reform the criminal justice system by 
working forpropdsals which hold offenders accountable for 
. ' 
action in the Congress and the Supreme Court 
which will most likely effect the scope of the 
Fourth AmendmenL He said that in recent 
Supreme Court decisions, the Court has begun 
the "dilution of the standard of probable cause," 
or what Kamisar called the erosion of liberty. 
"Since I've had some exposure to constitu-
tional law, I was curious about Kamisar's view 
of the Fourth Amendment," said ShiC3 Orion, 
lL. "Indeed I found myself agreeing with him. 
But even if you disagree with him fundamen-
tally, he is a dynamic and effective speaker so 
it's hard not to appreciate his presentation." 
In addttion to Kamisar's speech on !.he 
Fourth Amendment, the University Chapter of 
the ACLU planned other activities to celebrate 
the Bicentennial of the Bill of Rights. A movie 
series featuring "The Ox-Bow Incident," and 
"To Kill a Mockingbird" will illustrate per-
sonal liberties through film. Exhibits through-
out campus will honor the Bill of Rights as 
well. Also, Professor Terrance Sandalow will 
speak on "Offensive Speech, Academic Fre-
dom and thl! First Amendment" on Nov. 18. 
their actions, protect the public and help restore victim's losses. This 
event is sponsored by the Christian Law Students Association. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8 & SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
On Fri<lay. November 8. The Center for Afro-American and African 
~is sponsoring a lecture by Professor Patricia Williams of 
the University of Wisconsin Law School. The lecture will be held 
at the Rackham East Conference Room from 4:00-6:00 p.m. On 
Saturday. November 9, Professor Williams will be visiting the Law 
School for an informal discussion from 10:00-11:00 a.m. in Room 
250 Hutchins Hall. 
ABA WEEK is Nov. 4-8. The ABA/LSD (American Bar Associa-
tion/Law School Division) will be having its annual membership 
drive. There will be three membership meetings held: 
Tuesday, Nov. 5: noon, room 132 
Wednesday, Nov. 6:4:30 p.m., room 132 
Thursday, Nov. 7: noon, room 132 
Come to one of the meetings or stop by the ABA table outside 
Honigman. 
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LSSS Discusses Changing 
Grading System r--~---------------------, I LSSS STUDENT DIRECTORY REVISIONS/ADDITIONS I I I 
I NAME: I 
Derek B. Lipscombe 
RG ~ews Editor 
~1inusescould replace pluses on rranscripts 
in the near future at the law school, said Law 
School Student Senate SecreUlf)' Bobby Lee, 
but said don't hold your breath waiting for the 
grade point curve to change. 
Lee, a 2L, talked about his recent discus-
sion with the adminisrration at last week's 
LSSS meeting. 
Lee said the committee responsible for any 
changes in the grading system at the law school 
was "very receptive" to cosmcucally changing 
grades from B+ to A-. VI h1le Lee acknowl-
edged the change would not change students' 
grade point averages, he said it would look 
better on the transcripts. 
The change could take effect next semes-
ter, he said. 
Lee's next meeting with the committee-
made up of Associate Dean ~ue Eklund and a 
number of faculty members - w1ll be Dec. 6, 
he said. 
But as far as changing the curve, Lee said 
the response was colder. 
After explaining the ncgauvc psychologi-
cal effect the curve has on .students at the law 
school, Lee said most of the com mittee mem-
bers wanted proof that grade~ here are lower 
than other top 10 law schools. 
"Dean Sue Eklund by herself was very 
receptive to the possibility (of changing the 
curve), butoverallasagroup they were stodgy," 
aid Lee. 
Other law schools arc not so willing to 
elease information on what their grade curves, 
Lee said, adding that the alltmnistrauon here 
also would not tell him what thc g radc curve at 
~1ichigan layi_is_. 
"(fhc admmistrauon's) ability to get that 
information from other schools 1s completely 
hampered because top schools arc womed about 
ami-trust laws and posstbly ha\ mg (the releas-
ing of the grade curves) vtc\locd as collabora-
tion," Lee said. 
\Vhile mostly rumors, some faculty and 
administration members m the past have ac-
knowledged that the curve at 'v11chigan Law is 
anywhere between a C+ (2.5) and a B (3.0). Lee 
said rumors arc that other top schools, such as 
Harvard, Columbia and Ch1cago have curves 
ranging from a high B (3.3) to a B+ (3.5). First-
year students at Yale are graded on a pass/fail 
basis, Lee said. 
"Our main goal is to make our students 
more marketable out there. We have to worry 
about the schools that we compete agatnst," he 
said, adding that he is not so sure man> employ-
ers know what the curve ts at M1ch1gan in 
comparison to other top schools. 
"The people I'm interv1ewmg w1th in 
Houston don't know what our curve is ... al-
though some do take that into account once you 
tell them." 
Lee said he would try to talk to students, 
professors and student groups at the other top 
schools to try to find out what their curves are, 
so he will have more information to present to 
the Michigan Law committee. 
LSSS Vice President Kirra Jarratt said she 
knew of a lot of2Ls who had just went through 
interviewing for summer jobs and were "bitter" 
because employers wouldn't acknowledge the 
grade curve. 
Lauren Krasnow, one of the I L represen-
tatives, said many of the people in her section 
were upset once they heard the rumors of the 
curve. 
"I really djdn't know a lot about grades 
here," she said. 
"You'll fmd out soon enough," responded 
LSSS President Jose Vela. 
• In other news, Lee said that he has talked 
to a number of students who are going to have 
to drop out of the Campbell Moot Court com-
petition because they had exams which con-
flicted with the deadline for submitting briefs. 
"Everybody I know is dropping out," he 
said, jokingly adding that "there will only be 
two people left." 
The situation actually is not that bad, ac-
cording to Miles Hanson, 3L, who chairs the 
Campbell Moot Court board. 
Hanson, in an interview following theLSSS 
meeting, said out of the 130 teams who origi-
nally signed-up, Moot Court officials were 
only expecting about60 briefs. Those briefs are 
due today (Monday) at 6 p.m. 
"We really don't know yet how many 
people are dropping out," Hanson said. ''There 
have been about a half-dozen people who have 
told me that they had a conflict with exams. 
"I think it's too bad thateverybody'sdrop-
ping out." 
But Hanson added that students did not 
have to wait until the last few days before the 
briefs deadline to work on them. Nter stating 
the facts, Moot Court applicants have up to 15 
pages to devote to their arguments in their 
briefs. 
Hanson said every year a number of people 
show up at the initial meeting to sign-up and ftll 
the available spots as a precautionary measure, 
even though many of them know they possibly 
will drop out without submitting anything. But 
Hanson said the reason for the briefs deadline 
is that they wanted to get them and the oral 
arguments, whjch will be heard from Nov. 13-
22, out of the way before Thanksg1ving. 
• And for all of you students who either 
forgot to fill out a form or ctid so, but were 
mystenously left out of this year's Law School 
Student Directory, there's another chance. Vela 
satd the LSSS will be printing another supple-
ment for the directory. Fill out the form below 
and either drop it into the marked box near the 
pendaflexes or put them in Vela • sown pendaf-
lex. 
I ADDRESS: I 
I I 
I I 
I PHONE#: I 
: CLASS (11, 21, 31, LLM) : 
L ~r..!~ ~ !~x!~ ::~~1~.::.0! ~L!:.J~s;; ~E~~ J 
BOLLINGER, continuedfrompage 1 
tions." 
Bollinger said that if there was still any 
question about the constitutionality of the code 
at that point, the booklet was "devastating and 
fatal." 
He and Professor Terrance Sandalow both 
said they provided the adminisuation with 
unsolicited advice that the pamphlet be with-
drawn. 
Sandalow said he sent a letter a University 
President James Duderstadt telling him the 
code, coupled with the pamphlet, is "unconsti-
tutional, extremely unwise, and incompatible 
with the idea of a university." 
The University never took this advice until 
well after the pamphlet was issued. 
Sandalowblasted theadminisrration for never 
actively soliciting or taking into account the 
advice of Bollinger and Professor Frederick 
Schauer, who has since moved to Harvard. He 
terms them two of the "top five students of the 
fltSt amendment in the country." 
Like Bollinger, Sandalow wrote the regents 
but chose not to make his letter public. He said 
he told them their view of the law school's role 
in the anti-harassment code is "uninformed or 
based on inadequate information." 
Bollinger wrote in his letter that when the 
regents want the views of the law faculty they 
"should speak to them personally or ask to 
receive their advice in writing." 
Having law professors act as University at-
torneys detracts from scholarship, Bollinger 
sajd, but added, "I'm always willing tohelpout 
if I can." 
Turow ''One L '' No Longer 
By Peter Mooney 
RG News Writer 
The carpet was plush. The seats were 
padded. I thought, how unlike a University 
selling not to be Spartan. I thought, how unlike 
Law School. Then the speaker rose to podium. 
He was shorter than I pictured, looking more 
like a lawyer than a novelist. He began to 
speak. ... 
"Write what you know," he said. That's 
advice passed between generations of creative 
writing students. 
Scott Turow took his own advice to heart. 
With two novels and a non-fiction work all 
dealing with law to his credit, Turow's profes-
sional life as an attorney is central to his work. 
Speaking at the University's Rackham 
Auditorium on October 22, Turow satd that 
dividing his time between writing and law 
keeps him sane. 
"When I was at Stanford I would become 
obsessive about my w.Titing. I left the writing 
program because I was going crazy," Turow 
said. 
Turow. said he also foWld he could not 
practice law full-time while trying to write. "At 
one point I couldn't remembec which case I was 
going to court on," Turow said. 
His partners at Chicago's Sonnenshein, 
Carlin and Nath allowed him to practice part-
time. 
Asked if his notoriety affects his practice, 
Turow said, "It does. But not in only one way. 
Sometimes judges treat me like a celebrity. 
Others want to knock me down a notch." 
Turow is continuing his writing career and 
has two novels in the works. Turow read from 
one, which involves a lawyer assigned to locate 
a missing partner. 
The excerpt described a character f catured 
in the novel. Turow is known for his character 
stucties. 
He said he is also writing a book about 
Sonny Klonsky, a character in The Burden of 
Proof. 
That novel is now being made mto a tele-
viSion movie. 
Turow was asked whatll' s like seeing his 
work adapted to ftJm. "I thought Alan Pakula 
ctid a wonderful .JOb WJth Pres~d Innocent." 
He added that, "I thought I was immW1e to 
becoming Starstuck. But when Harrison Ford 
came over to my house for d1nner I let him in, 
turned to my w1feand said' Anneue, I want you 
to meet my wife, Harrison." 
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